Google Pay™
Minsait Payments
1 Introduction

The payment gateway *Minsait Payments* offers to their customers the possibility of using multiple international or local payment methods in addition to traditional Bank Card payments. Within the payment methods offered, Google Pay is available.

The range of products available, together with the ease and agility of implementation in Minsait Payments Gateway, allows our merchants to be up-to-date in payment method trends and add all the new payment methods without affecting their integrations.

2 Integration

With Minsait Payments Gateway, customers can integrate all payment method directly on their website through the button offered by the gateway for online solutions.

No modifications to your existing integrations or complex development are required to add Google Pay. Integration API documentation is available for each service. Specific documentation is shared with customer during the project.

In all the countries where SCA (Strong Customer Authentication) is applicable, all card transactions performed online through Google Pay, will be authenticated with 3D Secure 2.0.

More information about Policies and Terms and Conditions in Google Pay APIs [Acceptable Use Policy](#) and [Google Pay API Terms of Service](#).

3 Transactions and Card supported

Operations available with Google Pay in Minsait Payments are:

- 3Ds secure Sales
- 3DS Secure Preauthorization
- Cancellations, Refunds and life cycle of pre-authorizations.

Supported cards:

- MasterCard
- Visa
- American Express
- JCB
4 Integration Samples

When Google Pay Method is requested by customer, the GPay button appears allowing start the process.

Once selected, you will be redirected to Google Pay to complete the login and card selection process to proceed with the payment:
5 Integration Flow

Minsait Payments – Google Pay